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MIRACLE OF QUR'AN INTENSIFIES
STRENGTHENS THE BELIEVERS
CONFIRMS THE HARD-CORE DISBELIEVERS
WE WILL SHOW THEM OUR MffiACLES IN THE HORIZONS AND WITIUN THEMSELVES
UNTIL THEY REALIZE THAT THIS IS THE TRUTH (Qur'an 41:53)
In accordance with this verse, it is now evident
that God is intensifying His miracle in the
Qur'an to such an extent that the believers'
faith continues to grow, while those who
continue to deny it are absolutely confirmed
as hard-core enemies of God who are heading
for the lowest pit of Hell. Before I get to the
historical development of this great miracle
of the Qur'an, let me list the NEW FINDINGS.
The following fantastic parameters of the
Qur'an's mathematical miracle were discovered
during the last two months by Sister Lisa Spray.
1. The first Qur'anic initial occurs in 2:1,
Alef Laam Meem (A.L.M.). The last initial
occurs in sura 68 (68:1), Noon. It was discovered that the number of verses between
the A.L.M. of 2:1 and the Noon of 68:1
is 5263, or 19x277, inclusive. This means:
(i) that the number of verses is a divinely
dictated parameter of the Qur'an, and
(ii) that the sequence of suras as we know
it today is divinely dictated.
2. Between the first Qur'anic initial (A.L.M.
of 2:1) and the last Qur'anic initial (Noon
of 68:1), we find 19 alternating groups
of initialed and non-initialed suras. For
example, suras 2 and 3 are initialed and
they constitute the first group. Suras 4,
5 and 6 are not 'initialed, and they constitute
the second group. Sura 7 is initialed and
it makes up the third group, suras 8 and
9 are not initialed and they make up the
fourth group, and so on; there are 19 such
groups.

3. As announced in the September issue of
M.P., there are 38 (19x2) non-initialed
suras between the first initial (A.L.M.
of 2:1) and the last initial (Noon of 68:1 ).
This parameter also informs us that the
sequence of suras in today's Qur'an is divinely
dictated.
4. The number of occurrences of the word
"ALLAH" between the first Qur'anic initials
(A.L.M. of 2:1) and the last initial (Noon
of 68:1) is 2641, or 19x139.
5. The number of occurrences of the word
"ALLAH" outside the initials A.L.M. of
2:1 and Noon of 68:1 is 57, or 19x3.
6. When you add the "numbers" of suras and
the "numbers" of verses where these 5'1
ALLAH words occur, the grand total comes
to 2432 [19x128].
To explain this point, the first sura (Al-Faatihah) contains two ALLAH words, one in verse

1 and one in verse 2. So you add the number
of the sura (1), plus the number of the verse
where the first ALLAH word occurs (1), plus
the number of the verse where the second
ALLAH word occurs (2), i.e., 1+1+2'=4.
You do the same thing with all the other
suras outside the initials (the suras after sura
68 where the last initial [Noon] occurs, i.e.,
suras 69 to the end of the Qur'an).
On the following page, you find a table
detailing this profound feature.
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The word ALLAH might occur in any verse,
but, as we see here, such verses are mathematiVERSE cally distributed in accordance with the Qur'an's
intricate and utterly overwhelming mathematical
miracle of the Qur'an.
31*
In the face of this profound feature, the
56
believers will fall prostrate and praise and
6
thank God for allowing them to witness His
9
great
miracle anrl for strengthening their faith.
11
What
do you suppose the disbelievers will
30
do? Their stubborn arrogance will intensify,
30*
and they will actually deny these factual obser25
vations. They will outright fight this awesome
29
utterly overwhelming miracle. Although
and
19
we have here is no more than !actual
what
23
observations
on the Qur'an and purely PHYSICAL
8
PACTS, the disbelievers will plunge deeper
9
into opposition to God and His miracle. Thus,
20
God's test works; as the miracle· becomes more
7
and more undeniable, the disbelievers continue
24
to deny it, and they become justly and irreversib13
ly
committed to the lowest pit of Hell.
13*
Let me now review the historical progression
8
of
the
believers' blessings, and the disbelievers'
14
tragic
opposition as the miracle intensified
2
during the last 19 years:
5
8
6
1
2
1
2
634
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Verses where more than one word ALLAH
occur are added only once.
What vou see in this Table is a list of suras.
and verses which contain the word ALLAH.
This list covers the suras outside the Qur'anic
initials A.L.M. of 2:1 and Noon of 68:1. As
\'OU see
the list goes from sura 1 followed
bv sura '59 to the end of the Qur'an. You will
aiso see t'he verses where the word ALLAH
occurs. Some verses contain more than one
word ALLAH. Verse 20 of Sura 73, for example,
contains 7 words ALLAH. Naturally, you donrt
add verse 20 seven times; you add it only~
to calculate the total of the verse numbers.
When you add the sura numbers and the
verse numbers where the word ALLAH occurs,
the totals co~e to 1'198 and 634, respectively.
The grand total of these two totals is 2432
[19x128].

Can vou fathom the dimensions of this
miraculous feature? You are looking at an
irrefutable proof that the Qur'an's suras, their
sequence, their numbers, . t~eir verses, the
positions of the verses w1thm the sura, and
the number.s of the verses, are all DICTATED
BY GOD and PERFECTLY PRESERVED.

When the great Miracle of the Qur'an,
namely, the supernatural mathematical composition of the Qur'an's suras, verses, words and
letters, began to appear in the early seventies,
thn bf'lievers Etround the world rejoiced. Some
people were not moved at all. There was not
enough evidence to convince them that there
is a miraculous mathematical system in the
Qur'an. The first parameters of the Miracle
were very simple:
1. The two Qaaf-initialed suras (No 42 &
50) contain the same number of Qaaf, 57
and 57, even though one sura (No 42) is
more than twice as long as the other
Q-initialed sura (No 50). .
·
2. The letter Qaaf stands for "Qur'an," and
when you add the total number. of Qaaf
in the two Qaaf-initialed suras, you obtain
114, the number of suras in ~he Qur'an.
The believers could readily see the first
hint of God's deliberate design, while others
disregarded this factual observation and decided
that it had no significance. Then it was discovered that:
3. The Qur'an is described in sura Qaa! as
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"Majeed'' (Glorious). The word "Majeed''
has a numerical value of 57, same as the
number of Qaafs in each of the Qaa!-initialed
suras.
TO BE CONTINUED
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
OF MUSLIM PERSPECTIVE
IN SHAA ALLAH
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The eviderlce that the last two verses of
j.ura 9 have been added to the Qur'an after
,he Prophet's death is increasing in much the
I&me manner as the miracle of the Qur'an
:see the mairi article). In this article, I wish
o report to you a new piece of powerful evijence: THE NUMBER OP VERSES BETWEEN
jfHE PJRST INITIAL (A.L.M. or 2:1) AND

1

I

rHE LAST INITIAL (Noon or 68:1) IS 2432
19x128 ], exclyding the verses 9:128-129.
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There is absolutely no doubt now that verses
and 9:129 do not belong in the Qur'an.
1n the March 1985 issue of M.P., we published
!.he first urgent bulletin where we showed
hat there were NINE violations of the Qur'an's
: niraculous mathematical code, and that all
'·HNE violations have been found in the last
• wo verses of sura NINE. In the same issue,
t was shown that these false verses have been
; u.!pect for at least 1300 years, as documented
n such classical references as Bukhari, Al-Itqaan
')y Suyooty, Ibn Katheer, and others.
~1ore evidence was published in the 1\l.P.
<.:sues of Apr 85, June 85, and Sep 86. In the
\!: 128
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May 87 issue, we published momentous findings
that Imam Ali and his son Imam Hussein did
not fight for power as announced by their
enemies; they fought ONLY to remove the
two false verses 9:128 &: 129. In the July 87
issue, we proved that the Qur'an is PERFECTLY
PRESRVED. Now we offer additional evidence,
from classic Islamic literature that Ali did
indeed fight to restore the Qur'an. The Arabic
lines above are photocopied from the famous
AL-ITQAN of Suyooty. In these lines, Ali declares that "something has been added to the
Qur'an," and that he was going to do something
about it. The English excerpt at the bottom
is photocopied from 'ULUM AL-QUR'AN by
Ahmad von Denffer (The Islamic Foundation,
1983, Page 56). We see here that Marwan b.
Hakam destroyed the original Qur'an "fearing
it might become the cause for new disputes."
What were the old disputes? If the original
Qur'an were identical to the Qur'ans we have,
why then did Marwan destroy the original?
Why should it cause any new cfi:sputes?

'Uthman had many copies prepared from this copy and sent
them to various places in the Muslim world. while the original
.~u~wf were returned to F;Iaf~a and remained with her until her
Jeath. Later. ~farwan b. l:fakim (d. 65/684), according to a
rc:port in [bn Abi Oa~ud. colkcted it from hc:r heirs and had it
destroyc:d. presumably fearing ir might become the cause f?.r
new Jisputcs.

